
Gods & 
Mortals

Mathematics

Times Tables Test- Every Monday

• Multiples of 3, 4 and 8.

• Multiplying 2 digits by 1 digit (Column Method)

• Comparing statements

• Counting Money (pounds and pence)

• Converting Money (pounds and pence) 

• Adding and Subtracting money

• Giving change

Science 

*Sort materials into those that are good and bad reflectors of light. 
*Describe what a refection in a mirror looks like. 
*Name some sources of light. 
*Build a mirror maze and make light change direction. 
*Draw a diagram that explains how shadows are formed. 
*Sort materials into those that are opaque, translucent and 
transparent

PE

We will be focusing on developing the children’s nutrition focus. 

coordination, balance, spatial awareness and flexibility.

Topic

The children will be stepping into 

Ancient Greece and discovering what 

life used to be like in this hugely 

influential country. 

(We are having a Greek Day- More 

information to follow)

Computing 

Use search technologies effectively, appreciate how 

results are selected and ranked, and be discerning in 

evaluating digital content. Use technology safely, 

respectfully and responsibly; recognise

acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a range of 

ways to report concerns about content and contact, in 

the context of word searches on the internet

Art & DT

Collage- Making collages 

of Medusa (English link)

Clay- Looking at Greek 

vases. Designing and 

making a Greek pinch pot. 

RE

Being Sacramental People

Pupils’ will learn that creation is the first and 

universal revelation of God’s love.

Pupils are taught that the sacraments give and 

celebrate the life of God’s grace in us. And that 

through the words and actions of the 

sacraments Christ communicates with us. 

Pupils learn that Sacramental celebrations are 

woven from signs and symbols which are 

drawn from both material creation and human 

culture. 

Writing

FOCUS BOOKS- Pandora’s box and Medusa

• Persuasive Letter –Based on Pandora’s Box. 

• Narrative- Rewriting the story of Medusa. 

• As well as reading our main text, pupils will 

enjoy daily class reading with a book on Greek 

Myths. Pupils will practice reading skills such as 

inference, prediction, retrieval, decoding, 

fluency etc. during their daily ‘Reading to Learn’ 

slot. Pupils will enjoy reading: A range of Greek 

myths and Non-fiction texts on Ancient Greece. 

• Spellings test day:Friday

• Handwriting– pupils will be expected to use 

cursive joins in their writing and will practice 

handwriting in Early morning work


